3rd July 2019

Dear Parents,

Year Three are happy to inform you that we will be having a coding workshop at Microsoft Oxford Street on Monday July 15th 2019. This exciting opportunity will take place at Microsoft’s new flagship store and will include a tour of the new site, an hour of coding and access to their new gaming lounge.

On the day of the trip, the children will need a healthy packed lunch, carried in a backpack (no glass bottles, please.) They will also need clothing suitable to the weather on the day as we will be eating in a nearby park.

We will be leaving school at 9.30 am. Please make sure you are here in good time. We will come back in time for the end of the day. We will be travelling by bus and walking.

Please sign the permission slip below and hand it in to the office.

Yours sincerely,

Paul Baron Thomson and Chantel Thompson

Year Three team.

I give permission for my child_____________________________ in
____________Class

to go to the Coding workshop at Microsoft Oxford Street 15.07.19

Signed:_________________________________ parent/guardian.